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research and application field drawing on and bringing
together results and concepts from many disciplines, includ-
ing AI, computer science, sociology, economics, organiza-
tion and management science, and philosophy. Agent sys-
tems’ success has lead to a modern definition of DAI: the
study, construction, and application of multiagent systems—
that is, systems in which interacting, intelligent agents pur-
sue some set of goals or perform some set of tasks.1

However, multiagent systems have yet to achieve wide-
spread use for controlling traffic management systems
(see the sidebar for historical ties between agent research
and traffic control). Since the introduction of modern con-
trol approaches, especially hierarchical control methods
for urban traffic management problems, traditional control
approaches based on functional decomposition have pre-
vailed in both theoretical studies and practical applica-
tions.2 Most research focuses on developing hierarchical
structures, analytical modeling, and optimized algorithms
that are effective for real-time traffic applications, as you
can see from well-known traffic control systems such as
CRONOS, OPAC, SCOOT, SCAT, PRODYN, and RHODES.3–5

Although those functional-decomposition-based systems
are useful and successful for many traffic management
problems, costs and difficulties associated with their
development, operation, maintenance, expansion, and
upgrading are often prohibitive and sometimes unneces-
sary, especially in the rapidly arriving age of connectivity.
We need to rethink control systems and reinvestigate the
use of simple task-oriented agents for traffic control and
management of transportation systems.

Traffic and transportation management is well suited to
an agent-based approach because of its geographically
distributed nature and its alternating busy-idle operating
characteristics. In future intelligent transportation sys-
tems, we should see autonomous intelligent agents travel-

ing among traffic control centers, road intersections, high-
ways, streets, vehicles, houses, offices, and malls, via the
Internet or wireless and ad hoc networks. These agents
will collect the right information at the right time and make
smart decisions such that our transportation systems even-
tually will be “intelligent.”

Recently, more studies have emerged on applying agent-
based approaches to transportation. Examples include
agents for implementing future carpooling, transportation
scheduling, distributed control, and traffic simulation.1,6

Although these problems are important, they don’t yet
systematically involve core ITS issues. Here I apply the
concept of agent-based control for networked systems in
control theory7 to traffic and transportation management,
calling for further research on and applications of an agent-
based approach to ITS.

From control algorithms 
to control agents

In the past half century, control algorithms have been
developed to run various industrial devices, including inter-
section traffic controllers. Normally, as the performance
requirement increases, a control algorithm’s complexity
and cost increase too. For example, to make a refrigerator
behave intelligently with enhanced functions requires a
sophisticated control algorithm demanding more memory
space and more processing power, and thus higher cost.

However, the age of connectivity will provide mobility
that offers us the opportunity to control network-enabled
devices with a new technology—agent-based control. This
method decomposes a control algorithm into many simple
task-oriented control agents distributed over a network,
generally a wide-area network. Control agents that can be
deployed and replaced over the network as operating con-
ditions vary will run network-enabled devices. In this way,
a network-enabled device can operate on a “control on
demand” basis; that is, it will need to host only the operat-
ing agents, not all possible agents required for its opera-
tion. The idea is similar to that of “code on demand” in
agent programming, which has been used successfully in
many areas.

Agent or multiagent systems have evolved and diver-

sified rapidly since their inception around the mid

1980s as the key concept and method in distributed artificial

intelligence. They have become an established, promising 
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So, agent-controlled network-enabled
devices will require less memory and pro-
cessing power than those operated by tradi-
tional control algorithms. This is significant
because network-enabled devices are nor-
mally embedded systems for which mem-
ory space and processing power are key
factors in determining their costs. Because
manufacturers or service providers can
develop and maintain control agents over
the network efficiently and economically,
agent-based control will lead to the con-
struction of low-cost, yet reliable and intel-
ligent, network-enabled devices for many
applications.

(You might ask, what will happen to a
network-enabled device when its network
is disconnected or not working? When
electricity isn’t available, you must use
candles instead of lights—that is, go back
to the pre-electrical age. Similarly, when
connectivity isn’t available, you’ll have a
network-enabled device operated by its
current or default control agents with lim-
ited functionality and performance. That is,
you’ll go from the age of connectivity back
to the conventional isolated devices of the
electrical age.)

The step from control algorithms to con-
trol agents is a natural development of con-
trol engineering in the age of connectivity.
Control will become an independent entity
instead of an affiliated function in system
design. The development of a theoretical
framework for agent-based control systems
will significantly advance knowledge of
control engineering in this new age. It will
also have a broad, significant impact on
many real-world applications, especially
for home automation, traffic control, and
vehicle electronic systems or telematics. In
such applications, real-time requirements
aren’t extremely high, systems often have a
long “resting” or idle period, and network
connectivity is available or emerging.

A hosting mechanism 
for traffic control agents

In agent-based traffic control manage-
ment, a traffic controller becomes a traffic
agent host where different agents reside at
different times in response to different traf-
fic conditions. Figure 1 illustrates this host-
ing mechanism. Unlike in a traditional con-
trol system, where a control algorithm is an
integral part of an isolated device and must
be responsible for the entire operation, a
control agent in an agent-based control sys-

tem focuses on only a few specific operat-
ing conditions. Many simple task-specific
control agents distributed over networks
carry out the device’s operation.

Default control agents reside in a traffic

controller to ensure its basic operation and
performance if connectivity isn’t available.
For example, we can use fixed-time control
strategies to construct the default agents.

The controller hosts a number of executing
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One of the first few applications of agent technology was for air traffic control
and conflict management,1 which is still an interesting topic in agent research,
such as in the US Air Force Research Laboratory’s AMBER project (see www.mesa.
afmc.af.mil/html/ambr.htm). Another early milestone in agent research and distri-
buted-artificial-intelligence history was the Distributed Vehicle Monitoring Task.
With the DVMT, Daniel Corkill and Victor Lesser introduced blackboards for com-
munication of data and goals by geographically distributed agents, each capable
of sensing some portion of an overall area to be monitored.2,3
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Historical Ties between Traffic Control and Agents

...
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Figure 1. A hosting mechanism for traffic control agents.
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control agents that can deal with current traf-
fic conditions with reasonable performance.
The executing agents’ decision-making
process consists of situation assessment,
arbitration, and control fusion. Situation
assessment classifies the current external
traffic and internal system states into pre-
defined cases upon which control agents
can make decisions regarding their actions.
Executing agents will compete for the right
to make the decision in a particular case.
An arbitrator will determine which execut-
ing agent has the right to participate. If the
arbitrator selects only one control agent,
that agent will manage the traffic situation
on behalf of all executing control agents. If
the arbitrator selects multiple agents, they’ll
make their individual decisions, which a

control fusion algorithm will combine into
a single decision for the networked traffic
management system.

The arbitrator also decides whether new
control agents should replace some execut-
ing agents. New control agents reside out-
side the traffic controller at a remote traffic
operation center; a regional control agent
dispatcher (which I describe in more detail
later) deploys them upon an arbitrator’s
request. A TOC can also recall default and
executing control agents directly through
the network.

Simple but effective algorithms for situa-
tion assessment, arbitration, and control
fusion are key issues for the success of an
agent-based control system for traffic man-
agement. To address these issues, we nor-

mally can use fuzzy logic or another rule-
based approach.8

Owing to the local traffic devices’ limited
memory space and computing ability or to
cost requirements, it’s infeasible to make
those devices powerful enough to host all
possible control algorithms for high intelli-
gence and performance. Agent techniques
provide a novel way to address these prob-
lems, because an agent is a mobile object
that can migrate from one network node to
another one with its code, data, and thread.
The proposed hosting mechanism enables
the implementation and upgrading of new,
better traffic management strategies without
increasing or modifying the capacity of
local hardware and software environments.
This leads to low cost for high flexibility
and intelligence for transportation system
development, operation, maintenance,
expansion, and upgrading in connected
environments.

A system architecture 
for agent-based traffic
management

To ensure a coherent control and commu-
nication mechanism among control agents,
we must integrate and coordinate their activ-
ities. To this end, we can use the hierarchical
architecture developed for intelligent control
systems to divide an agent-based control
system’s structure into three levels: organi-
zation, coordination, and execution.9 Figure
2 illustrates the architecture of agent-based
control systems for operating and managing
traffic and transportation systems in a dis-
tributed environment consisting of wide-
area networks and local-area networks.

For example, consider an agent-based
control system for networked urban intelli-
gent traffic systems. A global traffic oper-
ation center develops and maintains vari-
ous control agents for intersection traffic
control, road incident detection, and other
transportation activities. WANs connect the
GTOC to several regional traffic operation
centers. Each RTOC maintains a control
agent repository and dispatches control
agents to thousands of intersection con-
trollers and traffic management devices at
hundreds of locations in a region. At each
location, a gateway downloads control
agents from a WAN to traffic devices (con-
trollers, sensors, and displayers) through a
LAN and uploads information or requests
from traffic devices to the RTOC. Each
location also has a control agent coordina-

RTOC

GTOC

RTOC

Gateway

GTOC: Global traffic operation center
RTOC: Regional traffic operation center
NTD: Networked traffic devices
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Figure 2. A system architecture for agent-based traffic management.
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tor for conducting cooperative control
among traffic devices or even within a sin-
gle device.

In this control system, the agent organi-
zation level mainly performs reasoning and
planning for task sequences and organizes
control agents to achieve specified trans-
portation goals. It also develops and main-
tains control agents and provides protocols,
algorithms, knowledge bases, and databases
for agent communication, decision making,
and learning. This level can incorporate
methods from AI and knowledge systems.

The agent coordination level is the inter-
face between the organization and execu-
tion levels. Generally, it consists of a dis-
patcher and coordinators. The dispatcher
receives control agents from the organiza-
tion level and deploys control agents to the
appropriate coordinator through WANs on
a control-on-demand basis. A LAN con-
nects a coordinator to several networked
traffic devices. The coordinator downloads
control agents to devices and initiates col-
laboration between those agents. Normally,
the dispatcher and coordinators are at dif-
ferent geographical places, the dispatcher
is close to the GTOC, and the coordinators
are close to networked traffic devices.

The agent execution level consists of
embedded hardware and software units for
deploying, replacing, hosting, and running
control agents. Generally, this level con-
sists of many field-programmable-and-
configurable devices and is distributed
among LAN-linked local systems connected
by WANs. Application-specific operating
systems (ASOSs) will be the key to effec-
tive, reliable real-time traffic operations at
this level.

The proposed hierarchical, distributed
architecture will enable the implementa-
tion of “local simple, remote complex”
design of networked systems.7 That is, we
use simple strategies for local implementa-
tion while keeping complex facilities for
remote enhancement such as refining,
learning, optimization, and updating.

Software platforms and
operation protocols

In the proposed three-level system archi-
tecture, the GTOC coordinates all RTOCs
to achieve global traffic management ob-
jectives and optimize the entire system’s
performance. To address the control agent
management tasks, a GTOC software plat-
form should provide these functions:

• A control agent naming service keeps
track of control agent location to facili-
tate interagent communication.

• A control agent factory designs and cre-
ates control agents to implement intelli-
gence for dynamic traffic control.

• A control agent repository stores and
maintains control agents.

• Performance management monitors con-
trol agents and system runtime situations.

• Task dependency analyzes and decom-
poses the dependency relationships
among various control and service tasks
and provides a basis for failure recovery.

• Resource allocation manages system
resource reservation and allocation mech-
anisms and implementation.

• An interoperability and legacy manage-
ment facility integrates existing out-of-
date or heterogeneous traffic systems.

• Quality of services builds negotiation
mechanisms to guarantee hard to soft real-
time requirements for traffic operations.

• Failure recovery management looks up
failure causes and corresponding recov-
ery schemes on the basis of service
dependency analysis.

• A security service provides mutual-trust
mechanisms for agents.

• System management provides the gen-
eral system management services.

A regional control agent dispatcher coordi-
nates regional network communications,
implements control agent caching, and pro-
vides regional coordination of control agents.
The local gateway and coordinator provides
a single integration point for a range of agent-
based services in local network environments.
It works as a network communication gate-
way and coordinates local control agents.

Clearly, an effective GTOC software
platform must provide a coherent mecha-
nism for the operations of agent-based dis-
tributed control systems. We can combine
mobile-agent programming and CORBA

(common object request broker architecture)
to create such a flexible software platform
and achieve control on demand. That is, the
control functionality can be deployed to the
controller according to the demands of vari-
ous control scenarios. In this software plat-
form, we could encapsulate the required
control algorithms or control parameters into
mobile agents that could migrate from
remote traffic control centers to field traffic
devices or from one field device to another.

This software platform should benefit
from the complementary properties of
mobile agents and the CORBA communica-
tion infrastructure. On the one hand, the
mobile agent expands CORBA’s static-object
concept. That is, an object can move from
one node to another until it completes its
task. Also, mobile agents’ “dynamical
adaptability” lets them sense their execu-
tion environment and react autonomously
to changes. In addition, the asynchronous,
autonomous execution of mobile agents
makes them suitable for fragile network
environments.

On the other hand, CORBA provides mobile
agents necessary services such as these:

• The naming service keeps track of agent
locations.

• The lifecycle service defines services
and conventions for creating, deleting,
copying, and moving CORBA objects.

• The externalization service provides a
standardized mechanism for mobile-agent
migration during which the state of mobile
agents could be recorded into, or recon-
structed from, a network data stream.

• The security service guarantees mobile
agents’ execution.

Furthermore, the adoption of CORBA as the
underlining communication infrastructure
facilitates the integration of heterogeneous
control systems and legacy control systems
that could be non-mobile-agent-based or
even non-object-oriented.

We need an operation protocol for agent-
based control for traffic management so
that third parties can develop and provide
various traffic agents for services. The
Open Services Gateway Initiative (www.
osgi.org) is an open specification for the
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Clearly, an effective global traffic

operation center software

platform must provide a coherent

mechanism for the operations 

of agent-based distributed 

control systems. 
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delivery of multiple services over WANs to
local networks and devices. The OSGi
model’s architecture proposes service gate-
ways, which connect smart devices and
enable them to seamlessly communicate
with each other or to receive a variety of
services from providers. A service gateway
is a bridge between an external network,
typically the Internet, and a local network
consisting of, for example, Ethernet or a
field bus. It provides flexible interfaces and
an environment for service providers to de-
ploy and maintain services to users at the
end of local networks. So, the scenario
considered by OSGi is almost identical to
that of agent-based control systems. Conse-
quently, OSGi architectures and modules
have great potential for direct applications
in agent-based control for networked traffic
and transportation management.

Agent-based control methods provide a
cheap, reliable, and flexible approach for
intelligent, effective control and manage-
ment of traffic and transportation systems
in connected environments. We should de-
velop a comprehensive operational frame-
work that will connect networked traffic
devices, enabling them to seamlessly com-
municate and cost-effectively receive a va-
riety of traffic-related services from pro-
viders via the Internet. To this end, we must
work on such goals as

• a theoretical framework for agent-based
control systems for traffic management,

• a software platform for agent-based dis-
tributed traffic control systems, and

• a hardware platform for remote program-
mable and configurable traffic devices.

To reach these goals, we can use mobile-
agent theory, behavior programming, intel-
ligent control, an OSGi-based infrastruc-
ture, and ASOS-based embedded devices.
Based on those ideas, a prototype system
called aDAPTS (Agent-Based Distributed
and Adaptive Platforms for Transportation
Systems) has been developed at the Chi-
nese Academy of Sciences.
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